Did You Know There Are 100% Natural
Remedies For Improving Your Kidney
Function & Reversing Your Kidney
Disease?

Medical Tests Don't Lie!"
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More Than 1,000 people have "tested" this all natural kidney restoration program and
their own medical results prove... it's saving their kidneys... and it is drastically improving
quality of their lives!

"Find Out What People Who HAD Kidney Problems are saying
about this... NEW All Natural Kidney Healing Program..."
Kidney Disease
Reversed!
Reversed The Damage To
My Failing Kidneys...
"My muscle
cramps gone! I
have a better
appetite, and my
skin not as itchy
and dry.
The swelling in my
legs and feet is
reduced. And the best thing is my
blood pressure is lower!
I don't have to worry about
dialysis anymore and not
living a normal life.

NO More Dialysis!
My Kidney Doctor Says I
Don't Need Dialysis...
"I don't have
headaches or
daily nausea
anymore and that
is a true God
send!
When I started the
program I was
surprised it was easier than I
thought to make the simple
changes I needed to do to
reverse my kidney damage.
My medical doctor was really
surprised at my recovery with this
program.

Kidney Damage
Stage Reduced!
Stage 3 Reduced to Stage
2 Kidney Disease...
"I followed the diet
and took the
herbal remedies
and I reversed the
severity of my
kidney disease
from a stage 3 to
a 2!
I am thrilled with my results! I will
continue to take the natural
herbal treatments and do the diet
to help improve my kidney
function even more in the coming
weeks. My life is changing for the
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program.
I felt this was the right thing for
me and I am so happy I tried it!"

- Rose, U.S.A

And the best part is I don't
have to go to dialysis
anymore!"

better. I am so happy to say my
renal doctor says my kidney
disease is reversing!"

- Gladys Martinez – FL, U.S.A.

- Richard Picard – U.S.A.
You must have the Adobe Flash Player
installed to view this player.

Kidney Health
Improved With Simple
Diet Changes!
I Only Used The Diet And
1 supplement And Still Got
Good Results...
"I wonder if I can
improve my kidney
health even
further.
I know because of
my good results I
will certainly keep
using the
suggested diet and supplement
with this natural treatment
program.
In fact, I couldn't afford the
other products and just stuck
to the diet and the one
supplement and still got
improvement in kidney
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Helped Hypertensive
Kidneys!

Kidney Numbers
Improved!

Unlike Any Other Books
On Kidney Disease...

I Was Skeptical But I Had
Nothing To Lose...

"This program is
unlike any other
books on kidney
disease that I
have read.

"I couldn't just sit
around and do
nothing like my
doctors
suggested.

I learned so much
I feel like an
expert on how to
improve and heal my kidneys with
natural remedies from the inside
of my body out!

They didn't want
me to do anything
or to take herbs or
herbal remedies, but I had to try
something - they just wanted me
to do dialysis!

These techniques and the diet
have helped improve my kidney
function very quickly.

This program allowed me to
take control of my health. I
went from Stage 4 to Stage 3
kidney disease.

It even helped reverse the
severity of my hypertensive
kidney disease damage."

It was easy to do and my BUN,
creatinine and anemia are all in
better ranges."
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function."

- Marie – United Kingdom

- Davin Blake
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better ranges."

- Mary Hall – Alameda, CA
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This Program Is So Powerful It Has Been
Doctor Reviewed & Approved By A
Nephrologist...
Medical Doctor "Nephrologist" Approved
"This is a wonderful program. I read this with amazement and
believe this can help MANY people with kidney disease. I
recommend it to patients and have seen the results first hand.
This program can help anyone with renal disease"
~ Dr. Radu Kramer, Nephrologist
New Jersey

"What I Turn To for My Chronic Kidney Disease Patients... I
Highly Recommend This!"
"After speaking to Robert and looking into the references I know
recommend this program to anyone with kidney disease. The
patients I have given this program to are doing well, with
improvements in their symptoms and kidney disease
states."
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Dr. Knox D.C. – Chiropractic Doctor (Canada)

Wondering what this incredible 'kidney
restoration program' is?
Just read on to find out more. But first you need to know this...

SHOCKING

KIDNEY HEALTH NEWS
UPDATE!
People don't know they have kidney problems until their kidney disease is stage
3 or 4 with kidney damage so severe they end up on dialysis for life!
1 in every 5 people during their first year on dialysis in the U.S. will DIE!

Individuals with CKD are 16 to 40 times more likely to die with kidney failure
from complications such as a heart attack or stroke.
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Kidney disease affects 4 in every 10 people over age 65.

Can you prevent worsening kidney problems and avoid dialysis with the
condition your kidneys are in now?

Dear Kidney Disease Sufferer,
Hi, my name is Robert Galarowicz.
I suffered with stage 5 kidney disease and my kidneys failed me!
I was lucky enough and young enough to get a kidney transplant.
But now I have to deal with transplant anti-rejection drugs and having a higher risk of
not only that my kidney may be rejected by my body -- but HIGHER RISK OF DIABETES AND

EVEN... CANCER!
So I KNOW from horrible past experiences with my own kidney failure what you could suffer -- if you don't do
something to reverse your problems with kidney disease right now!
Here's what happened to me...

I Was Only 22
When My Doctor Told Me...
Your Kidneys Are Killing You!
I suffered with a constant FOG in my brain ... along with moodiness, fatigue, swelling,
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headaches, depression and loss of appetite.
My health got worse as time when on . . . so I went to get checked out. I still remember the look on
the nurse’s face when she took my blood pressure . . .
Total shock and confusion as my blood pressure reading came back at staggeringly high
190/110!
I was just 22 and my doctor was afraid I was going to drop dead of a heart attack.The doctor ordered
some tests and the results showed there was something “Wrong” with my kidneys. Not diabetes,
not some other specific disease. Just something “wrong.”
I’ll never forget the moment the doctor looked me in the eye after doing my biopsy and told me...

“Robert, You Have Only 10 Years To Live. .
.”
Everything came crashing down around me. All my plans to start a career, meet the woman of my
dreams and marry and have kids -- vanished before my eyes!
Over the next two months my doctors pumped me full of Prednisone and Cyclosporine - drugs that
were supposed to help stop my kidney failure. . . But all it did was give me awful acne and make it
impossible to sleep . . . I was soon overwhelmed with mood swings, terrible depression and
psychosis that put me in the hospital.
That’s when they told me my kidneys were close to failing!
I needed to get ready for dialysis and that's when the put the
fistula in my arm. (the photo to the right ==>
The fistula is a surgical connection between a vein and an
artery that makes a big enough vein for the huge dialysis
needles.
I remember waking up from surgery, seeing the 9 inch scar on
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my arm and just breaking down crying. The worst part was
the doctors still had no idea what I had or why my kidney's
were failing. They just call it “unknown glomerulonephritis” . . .
Eventually I start showing more loss of kidney function . . .My kidney health continues to
worsen and this goes on for 2 years until . . .

I Had TOTAL Kidney Failure . . .
It was Horrible… I vomited every day for 3 months straight, with paralyzing fatigue,
suicidal depression, and bad swelling in my legs.
I had no social life, because not many girls want to date or be around a sick
guy... “who will end up on dialysis.”
Things got worse, when I ended up in the hospital almost in a renal failure
induced coma. And that’s the first time they hooked me up to the machine . .
.
3 days a week, three to four hours a day they puncture my arm with two
oversized two-inch long needles and “clean my blood.”
What you might not know about...

DIALYSIS . . . is ONCE you start it
It’s For The Rest Of Your Life . . .
Or until you get a kidney transplant (If you are lucky enough to get a kidney transplant.)
I Felt Like A Prisoner Chained To That Damn Machine!

Excruciating pain from the needles and the cramping . . .
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Feeling wiped out all the time from the dialysis.
Not to mention the blood clots, pulling too much water out of your body or
the 100 little things that can go wrong every time you go in.
The worst part was the loneliness...
I remember when the dialysis nurse put the needle in my arm for the first time. I thought about how it
was the first time in two years a woman had touched me.
For two and a half years my life revolved around dialysis. I wake up every day feeling awful and
hoping with everything I would get a kidney transplant.
Then I get lucky . . . I get a call from Miami saying they have a 'cadaver' kidney for me . . .
I hop a plane feeling so excited. Feeling like I can finally say goodbye to that machine and get my life
back. But the new kidney fails right away. I spend 14 days in the hospital when it was supposed to
be only 4 days. The surgery is horrible!
Complications keep coming up and I start to think I made a BIG mistake. That I would have been
better off staying on dialysis.
Even when my new kidney stabilizes I still have to deal with the rotten side effects of the antirejection drugs I’m on: acid reflux, frequent colds, joint pain, depression and feelings of anxiety.

Why Am I Telling YOU All This?
Even now, 9 years after my transplant I’m scared of becoming a statistic and dying from
complications due to kidney failure.
The truth is: the average kidney from a cadaver lasts just 7 years and one from a live donor last
maybe 15. I know now that I didn’t HAVE to suffer the way I did!
If you get a new donor kidney...
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YOU MUST TAKE ANTI-REJECTION DRUGS AND YOU NEED TO BE SCREENED FOR
CANCER REGULARLY.

*** The ANTI-REJECTION DRUGS CAN CAUSE HIGH
BLOOD PRESSURE, HIGH CHOLESTEROL AND
INCREASE YOUR RISK FOR DIABETES AND
CANCER!***
I want to save you the terrible pain, the heartache, depression and the intense suffering I endured. I
want to show you how to Improve your kidney health and avoid the horrors of dialysis
treatments!
You CAN have Healthy Kidneys'... and live an active, healthy life where you never even THINK
about your kidneys - IF YOU KNOW THE RIGHT THINGS TO DO!
But before I get into all of that, I want to tell you the truth.

I Was SCARED... I'd End Up Right Back On that Damn
Dialysis Machine!
After I recovered from my kidney transplant surgery and adjusted to the anti-rejection meds I was
forced to be on, I tried to get my life back together. I knew I had to find out the real truth about why
my kidneys failed. I started studying everything I could about kidney disease . . .
The truth is it was because I was SCARED . . . scared that if I didn’t do SOMETHING I’d end up right
back on that damn machine . . . And as I got deeper and deeper into the truth about why kidney's
fail and learned more about what causes kidney disease and harms kidney function... I got
really pissed off!

I’d suffered needlessly for so many years!
NOW. . . I know now the 'real truth' . . . that my kidney disease was treatable!
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You can improve your kidney health -- WITHOUT needing or suffering through dialysis!

100% All Natural Treatments & Remedies
Scientifically PROVEN To REPAIR Kidney Damage

UNKNOWN to Doctors!
“The Shocking Truth”
About Kidney Disease!
Here are just a few of the 'WORST Kidney Treatment Problems' I STUMBLED upon during my
years of kidney research and training into the REAL causes (and real solutions) for Kidney Disease .
..

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 1:
The common marker used to detect kidney function (BUN and creatinine) is
NOT considered reliable and may NOT increase above normal ranges -- until
60% of total kidney function is lost.
(I've discovered there are better tests for kidney disease that are covered by your
insurance that your doctor may not even know about. Find out what they are!)

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 2:
Heavy metal poisoning can send your kidneys into the toxic over load leading
to damage and loss of your kidney's function -- but the horrible fact is not 1 in
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1000 doctors will check for this!
(But it is critical you get tested for this if you got a kidney problem and I'll tell you all
about it and why and what to do about it.)

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 3:
By avoiding one commonly eaten food you can delay kidney failure and
dialysis by up to 3 years - and most medical doctors won't tell you about what
food to avoid!
(I've created a list of common foods to avoid and tell you the truth about why those
harmful foods are doing damage to your kidneys.)

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 4:
Common everyday over the counter household items you use in your house
you need to get rid off which harm your natural kidney function -- that medical
doctor's don't know about!
(I'll reveal what these kidney-damaging products are that you could be taking into
your body on a daily basis which are sure to affect you and will worsen your kidney
health.)

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 5:
One of the most popular weight loss diets on the market can burn your kidneys
out -- and your doctor probably suggested you lose weight with this exact
same low carb/high protein diet!
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(This is criminal! Because using popular weight loss diets to try to control your weight
- can be causing your kidney function to get even worse! Find out what is the 'right
diet' to use to avoid putting more stress on your kidneys and still lose weight!)

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 6:
Do you love your coffee, caffeine and soda?
Did your doctor warn you about the added health risks of drinking them and
how they do irreparable damage to your kidneys?
(Find out how by drinking certain types of herbal teas you can help the filtering
system of the kidneys and even naturally restore your kidney's health!)

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 7:
Do you feel constantly over-tired, know you are not sleeping well and end up
tossing and turning during the night? Then when you tell your doctor about
your insomnia they prescribe a habit forming sleeping pill -- with lots of nasty
side effects!
(Instead, find out how one supplement can end your fatigue and speed up your
energy at a cellular level and quickly restore your feeling of well being.)

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 8:
Did you know there are many all natural nutrients including herbs, herbal
remedies and amino acids that can improve your energy, delay kidney disease
and allow you to live a better quality of life that are recommended by the
National Kidney Foundation? But there are no doctors following these
recommendations or testing for the nutrients in their patients suffering with
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kidney disease!
(I found over 10 over the counter supplements with proven research that can
drastically improve your kidney function. But don’t go running out to the health food
store asking the cashier for advice. There are many herbs, herbal remedies and
nutritional supplement products out there that can actually make your kidney disease
or chronic kidney disease(ckd) worse.
Instead I'll tell you all about the 100% all natural treatments and remedies used in
Europe, Asia and other countries which have successfully treated and reversed
kidney disease for over 30 years!)

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 9:
Did you know that there’s ALREADY a safe scientifically validated over the
counter supplement that can stop many kidney diseases in its tracts? It's
criminal that in January of 2009, the FDA classified this potent, entirely safe
Chronic Kidney Disease(ckd) therapeutic as a drug, putting it out of reach for
many Americans suffering from this deadly condition!
(I'll tell you all about this and why in other countries this 100% safe all natural
supplement has been proven to work and is a staple of most kidney treatment plans!)

KIDNEY TREATMENT PROBLEM # 10:
No one should be forced to bear the outrageous burden of costly
pharmaceuticals and their toxic side effects when a perfectly safe natural
alternative treatment exists. This drug won’t be available to Kidney Disease
suffers for another 10 to 15 years. Why? Because it has to pass FDA approval
and that may take many years for enough clinical trials to prove it works - even
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though it has been saving kidneys in other countries around the world for
years!
(Luckily there is the cousin of this supplement that proves to have the same effects
still available to the public and is used in other countries with phenomenal success
and you can learn about it.)

Introducing...
The "Kidney Saver" eBook Program That Medical Dialysis
Promoters hope you'll never discover...
The “No Dialysis Needed” All Natural Kidney Health
And Kidney Function Restoration Program . . .
My "No Dialysis Needed" program is a step-by-step treatment
program which helps improve your kidneys naturally, without the
use of unnatural man-made pharmaceutical drugs.
Even better, when you follow the program you'll be able to delay
dialysis by years or even decades . . . or possibly even avoid
dialysis all together!

You CAN Improve Your Kidney
Function Using 100% ALL NATURAL
Remedies & Treatments . . .
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Heal Your Kidneys
Without Dialysis . . .
Without Drugs . . .
Without Side Effects!
But NO MEDICAL DOCTOR In Western Medicine Was
Taught This Information In Medical School!
Medical Doctors are pushing their patients towards dialysis and transplants when some didn’t need
to. But as a nephrologist (kidney specialist) once told me, “that’s the American way of treating
kidney disease.”
It’s not doctors who are at fault. They're taught in medical school how to treat kidney disease, chronic
kidney disease(ckd) and they stick to the book but also those who teach doctors to treat kidney
problems!
You need to know that these alternative 'KIDNEY TREATMENT SECRETS' ARE REAL and most
medical doctors in the United States DON'T KNOW!

My program is specifically designed to
IMPROVE Kidney Health NATURALLY and
ELIMINATE the need for dialysis completely.

Don't Just "Manage"
Your Kidney Disease...
The All Natural Kidney Health & Kidney Function Restoration Program
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Reverse It!
If you've been shocked by your doctor with this grave news:

"There is nothing you can do, you have to wait for your kidneys to fail,
go on dialysis and hopefully be eligible for a kidney transplant."

Now you have ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS!
The All Natural Kidney Health & Kidney Function Restoration Program™ is a compilation of the
best and most effective natural treatments for kidney disease from around the world. It is meant as a
complement to your allopathic, conventional or standard medical care, not a replacement.
You have a right to know all the real facts about your kidney disease and I'm blowing the lid off what
doctor's don't know!
When you have this easy to understand kidney health program in your hands you can make better
informed decisions about what's 'the right thing to do' to support your kidney function and return
your body's kidneys to natural wellness!
See, these days I’m known as an expert on kidney disease . . . I help people who suffer from this
horrible disease heal their kidneys, regain kidney function by reversing stages!
You may even be able to postpone or avoid dialysis or a transplant forever (just read the rest of this
letter and I’ll show you how!) But what not many people (except my clients and my close friends)
know is my own personal struggle and battle with kidney disease . . .
That's what made me so passionate about helping you reverse your kidney disease. And why I
will do anything to help you avoid being chained and imprisoned by that horrible machine!
In my 'all natural kidney restoration program' I've put all of my passion into my work to help people
just like you -- avoid worsening kidney health and the horrors of dialysis. . .

And The Incredible Kidney Restoration Results I Got For My Clients And
Customers Were So Astonishing They. . .
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SHOCKED Their DOCTOR!
It's true! Allow me to read to you only a few of the amazing kidney restoration success stories I’ve
had with my clients here in my New Jersey office and customers of my program . . .

Just read these improved kidney health success
stories...
Creatinine From 2.7 to 1.8, GFR From
24 to 44, And Potassium Back In A
Normal Range
"Thank you so VERY much!
I was really worried I was going to lose my
husband. Mark had high blood pressure that
caused a lot of kidney damage. We saw a
dietitian that gave us some useful
information, but I really was looking for something more. When I came upon
your program I was excited to get started. I purchased your program, and went
out and got all the foods and supplements for the kidneys you recommended
to start giving to Mark.
My husband started to feel more energy and in about 6 weeks he said he
felt about 15 years younger! His nephrologist was happy at the positive
results. We explained to him about the program, and he said to keep doing
what he was doing. Your diet and herbal treatment program is working to
reverse his kidney problems.
It has been 10 months and Mark's kidney health has stabilized. Your program
explains and covers every aspect of how to improve kidney function and
makes perfect sense that even a housewife, like myself, understands."
~ Mark & Barbara Henswourth
Lowell, Massachusetts
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No More Protein In My Urine And
Inflammation Is Gone
"Living on a small farm I wasn't sure I would
be able to follow your treatment program. I
felt very relieved that you provided the exact
products, supplements and internet stores to
get them from. This made it very easy for
me. I was able to modify my diet like you
recommended and was happy to find I had
most of the food already on my farm.
I had IgA Nephropathy kidney disease for
years but was okay until recently. My doctor
said I had a lot of protein in my urine and
inflammation. I took medications like prednisone which helped but nowhere
near enough and the side effects were really bad.
Your program really made sense to me. I followed it and took all the antiinflammatory supplements. Overall it was fairly easy to follow with all the
references you provided. On my 3 month follow up the doctor said I had
normal amounts of protein in the urine and the inflammation was better. He
lowered my prednisone which was a big relief for me. I still maintain everything
and glad god lead me to your program.
By the way your kidney diet is easy to follow and eating out guide is
very helpful, especially when I visit my family in the city."
~ James Anderson
Harrison County, West Virginia

Diabetic Kidney Disease Reversed In
3 Months
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"I was very scared of when the doctor told
me my kidneys were damaged. I followed
the program exactly for a diabetic.
My 3 month follow up showed I had
normal kidney function! I can't thank you
enough"
~ Christy Cambridge
United Kingdom

Robert, Here Is My Blood Work I Said I Would Send If Your
Program Worked...
Creatinine From 3.2 to 2.0, GFR 16 to
39(More Than Doubled), Potassium,
Cholesterol & Albumin All Normal.
I thank you from the bottom of my heart. You
have no idea how much this means to me
and my family."
~ Eliazar
Brooklyn, New York

Eliazar Before & After
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Kidney Function From 19 To 41%,
Phosphorus Normal, No More Itching
And Sleeping Better
"Hi Robert, when I was diagnosed with renal
disease I didn't believe what the doctors
were telling me. For the first time in my life I
was scared of the future and didn't know
what to expect. I have a family and kids to
care for and I need to work to provide for
them. The way the doctors were talking it
was like I would have no life in the near
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future.
I was reassured I could avoid renal failure
when I found The All Natural Kidney Health Program. It covered so many areas
including how to improve kidney function and renal diet to follow. I followed the
program and what I really noticed was how much better I was sleeping and the
constant itching had gone away.
On my next doctor's appointment I had a good feeling things would be better. I
found my phosphorus mineral level was normal and I gained back 22% renal
function. The doctors and myself think I will be able to avoid dialysis and renal
failure.
Thank you from the bottom of my heart."
~ Khalifa Al Reshedi
Jiddah, Saudi Arabia

Doubtful Anything Could Help But Glad I Was Wrong
"Stumbled across this video searching for anything that would help. Robert
knew exactly what I was going through and I ordered his program.
Fascinating material that has improved my kidneys. So grateful I found
this website."
~ Abbey Walker
Perth, Australia

Learn How To Improve Your Kidney
Function With The "No Dialysis Needed"
The All Natural Kidney Health & Kidney Function Restoration Program
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All Natural Kidney Function Restoration
Program!
Exactly what kidney friendly healing foods to eat and which toxic kidney
destroying foods to avoid in easy to follow lists. You will be shocked at what
you learn...
Find out the 'little known secrets' about how to heal your kidneys like …
The "must have" insurance covered tests that most medical doctors don't know about or don't
use … results of these tests can have you on your way to more energy, better mood and
better kidney health. . .
Find out the name of the delicious natural sweetener used for 20 years in Japan and
Brazil to treat kidney disease, high blood pressure and diabetes. . .
Discover which cooking methods and 3 herbal teas prevent kidney cell damage and kidney
disease complications. . .
Did you know blueberries have powerful healing antioxidants that reverses kidney cell
damage?
The 4 healing oils to use in your cooking, and one of these powerful oils stops kidney
damage from toxins. . .
The kidney restoring diet is super simple to follow. No measuring food, keeping track of
nutrients, or any other annoying meal planning tasks. . .
Supplements are essential to improve your kidney health but not all supplements are
created equally ... The one must AVOID ingredient in MANY supplements and even in some
prescription vitamins and minerals that is detrimental to your kidney health. . .
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The "Core Supplement Program" … covers the exact supplements, what they are, how
they improve your kidneys, dosages to use, and 100% Safe FDA approved with third
party tested companies and exact products. . .
The common grocery store item which instantly strengthens your kidneys against any
disease. . .
The "weird" herb which is a prescription in China that stops kidney disease right away,
available over the counter in the U.S.. . .
The family of good bacteria which starts to do the WORK of the kidneys when it's not
functioning properly, this allows your kidneys to rest and recover . . .
The "caterpillar fungus" which makes a highly effective kidney healing mushroom
herb used by Asian doctors. . .
The fiber that sweeps away kidney damaging toxins popular in Middle Eastern medicine
for treating any kidney disease or chronic kidney disease. . .
Human studies show a special Indian herbal remedy from a flowering plant reverses kidney
disease caused by diabetes. . .
The prescription kidney cell protecting supplement available over the counter which a
doctor will never prescribe and find out what your doctor doesn't know. . .
The naturally occurring human hormone that restores the kidneys "antioxidant defense
system and fixes sleep problems"… which is part of the reason why you have kidney
disease. . .
Kidney Disease makes your bones brittle, weak and easily break … The 3 Wonder
Nutrients which have shown to play a vital role in the production of building strong bones
and how regular calcium is NOT what you need to take!
Uncover how to gain control of diabetes and blood pressure which will bring your kidney
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disease to a grinding halt. . .
How To Read A Food Label and know what you are eating … this is your ultimate
reference to understanding quantities and nutrients in food. . .
Dialysis and kidney transplants: What you can use from the All Natural Kidney Health &
Kidney Function Restoration Program to live a good quality of life and how to keep your
transplant kidney healthy so it can last you the rest of your life. . .
The common over the counter, prescription medications and drugs which you want to
steer clear of at all cost. I guarantee you will be mad no one told you these before. . .

And many more incredible kidney health boosting methods than I can list here…
The All Natural Kidney Health & Kidney Function Restoration Program has zero filler and is fully backed by
modern day scientific research. In fact, there are over 300 medical citations with majority from peer reviewed
medical journals "the gold standard" in medicine and the same exact, very expensive, books they use in medical
schools. . .
But first you may the wondering. . .

Are These Natural Kidney Remedies And Supplements 100% Safe?
Everything in this program is safe, natural and with good safety profiles, proven case studies and doctor
recommended. Many of the products including the diet, supplements and herbs have been used safely in other
countries for years and in hospitals in the United States.
If you are concerned about any of the products in the program, discuss them with your local naturopath,
nutritionist or physician, or email me and I will help you make an informed decision before taking any products
you are concerned about. See my contact information at the bottom of this page.

"Even Medical Doctor's Approve It!"
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